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ABSTRACT
Factors in Word-Final /t/ Reduction and Deletion in German
Kellie C. Busath
Department of Linguistics, BYU
Master of Arts
Sound reduction and deletion have been studied across many languages for some time.
Usage-based approaches suggest that the more often a word is used, the more likely it is that
some of the sounds are reduced. Phonetic environment, stress, and speech rate have all been
studied as reasons for sound reduction or deletion. Most recently, frequency in reducing context
(FRC) has been included when studying sound reduction and deletion. FRC in this thesis
measures the portion of word tokens of a given word type that are followed by a reducing
context. This thesis focuses on word-final /t/ reduction and deletion in German. Audio and
transcriptions of six native German speakers were time aligned with the Montreal Forced Aligner
for the analysis. Word frequency, phonetic environment, stress, and FRC were analyzed as
factors that condition reduction and deletion. A linear mixed-effects regression model with the
dependent variable of word-final /t/ duration found significance between a shorter /t/ duration
and (1) a shorter duration of the preceding sound and (2) a consonant preceding the reduced /t/.
A logistic mixed-effects regression model with the dependent variable of word-final /t/ deletion
found significance between deletion and (1) a consonant preceding the deleted /t/ and (2) word
frequency. Though FRC was not found to be significant in this study, perhaps measuring FRC
with a different reducing context would be significant in a future study.

Keywords: german, linguistics, reduction, deletion, corpus, frc, lexical frequency, phonetic
environment, stress
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to determine what functional factors significantly affect
deletion and reduction of word-final /t/ in German. Historically, studies to determine effects on
phonetic changes have included reviewing immediate phonetic environment, and stress of the
affected syllable (Bichakjian 1977, Hollifield 1980, Duez 2001, Zimmerer 2011). Studies have
also used usage-based models to speculate that language usage can shape all aspects of grammar
including phonology (Bybee 2001, Bybee 2002). Usage-based theories have been used to explore
what effect word frequency has on sound change, but more recently a usage-based theory has
been used to explore what effect frequency in reducing context has on sound change (Bybee
2002, Eddington & Channer 2010, Brown & Alba 2017, Kaźmierski 2020). Frequency in
reducing context (FRC) was introduced in Bybee’s (2002) paper. The study found that “words
that occur more often in the context for change, change more rapidly than those that occur less
often in that context” (Bybee 2002: 261). A section of the study observed /t/ deletion in the word
don’t. It was found to be reduced based on lexical environment. The /t/ in don’t was often
deleted when preceded by the word I and followed by a verb. It was also found that the phrase I
don’t [verb] was a very high frequency phrase.
While FRC has been studied as a factor in articulatory reduction, and studies have been
done on German word-final /t/ reduction and deletion, no studies have been done with FRC as a
factor in German word-final /t/ reduction and deletion. A study specifically on German
articulatory reduction with FRC as a factor could mean that FRC is a significant contributor to
sound change cross-linguistically. This thesis will review, both lexical frequency and frequency
in reducing context (FRC), along with immediate phonetic environment (the sound preceding the
word-final /t/, and the initial sound of the word following the word-final /t/) and stress to
determine which factors significantly contribute to sound reduction or deletion of word-final /t/
in German.
In this thesis, I first summarize some of the previous studies on sound changes based on
phonetic environment, syllable stress, word frequency, and frequency in reducing context. Then,
I provide details of the methods used in this thesis to answer the research questions. Next, I
present the statistical analyses for the research questions and highlight which variables had a
significant effect on word-final /t/ deletion and reduction. Next, I discuss how those findings
1

compare to previous studies. Finally, I summarize the results, highlight limitations of the thesis,
and propose changes for future studies.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
German Background
German /t/ is found word-finally in a variety of phonological contexts. It can be found in
consonant clusters as in words like: nicht ‘not’, saft ‘juice’, and acht ‘eight’. It can be found
following vowels and diphthongs like: staat ‘state’ or ‘country’, gesundheit ‘health’, Universität
‘university’. It is found in most word classes as well, whether it be adjectives, nouns, or verbs.
The word-final /t/ sound in German verbs, however, is often a morphological marker. The past
participle morphological marker is a circumfix of sorts with a /ge/ placed at the beginning of the
verb root and the /t/ placed at the end, for example the word gesucht meaning ‘searched’ or
‘sought’. So, in instances where the past participle is used often a word-final /t/ will also be
found. /t/ deletion is something that is studied often not just in German, but in other Germanic
languages as well (Mitterer & Ernestus, 2006; Mitterer & Truinman, 2012).
In a study specific to German, it was found that the /t/ as a morphological marker was
dropped more often than in cases where the /t/ is not a morphological marker (Scrimgeour 2018).
This could be because the beginning of the past participle circumfix, /ge/, conveys the meaning,
and therefore the end of the circumfix, /t/, is not needed to show that the word is a past participle.
Reduction and Deletion based on Phonetic Environment
Zimmerer, Scharinger and Reetz (2011) conducted a study to determine what factors
contribute to the /t/ deletion in German. They took phonetic context into consideration as well as
non-linguistic factors such as sex, age, and social class. They recorded German speakers
completing a verbal paradigm task ensuring that the word-final /t/ was used but the participant
did not need to read from a script. Because the data was so controlled, there was little variability
for phonetic context. The most common sound found to be preceding the /t/ was an /s/ and there
were a variety of sounds found following the /t/. They therefore focused their research on the
effects of the preceding /s/ duration, and the effects of the following sound. They also considered
whether the verb being measured was a morphologically regular or irregular verb, and how often
that verb form was used in the corpus. They found that there was significantly more deletion in
regular verbs than irregular verbs, and that males deleted /t/ more often than females. However,
the strongest predictor of /t/ deletion was the length of the preceding sound. The longer the /s/
duration, the more likely it was that the /t/ was deleted suggesting that the longer /s/ sound was
3

compensating for the deleted sound. It was also found that /t/’s were often dropped when
followed by a bilabial sound showing that the context in which /t/ is most often dropped is when
preceded by an /s/ and followed by a bilabial.
Reduction and Deletion based on Syllable Stress
In addition to phonetic environment, syllable stress has been shown to be a factor in
articulatory changes. Greenberg et al. (2002) conducted research using the Switchboard corpus
that looked at the effect of stress on phonetic realization in English. The Switchboard corpus
consists of phone conversations from native speakers of American English. The corpus was
coded by students to include stress data. The data were reviewed by three people who marked the
stress as ‘heavy’, ‘light’, and ‘no accent’. They then looked at pronunciation and realization of
sounds in relation to where the stress was in the word and the syllable. Their findings showed
that if primary stress fell on a certain syllable, then the duration of the coda in the syllable was
often 15-20 milliseconds longer than the coda of an unstressed syllable. The sound was more
likely to be deleted if there was no primary stress on the syllable. This phenomenon is present
cross-linguistically, where stress is present, sound reduction is less likely to be present (MeleroGarcía 2021, Brown & Alba 2017, Eddington 2010, Kaźmierski 2020).
Another study from Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel (2007) looked at word-final sound
lengthening when the stress fell on the last syllable and the sound coincided with the end of the
utterance. For this study, they had four native speakers of American English participate in tasks
that required them to say certain phrases. For each word spoken the onset, nucleus, and coda of
the syllable were measured. Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel determined that if the word-final syllable
was stressed, then the word-final sound was more likely to be lengthened than if the stress fell on
the penultimate syllable. With these two studies, it was found that a word-final /t/ within a
syllable with primary stress is not only less likely to be deleted but it is actually more likely to be
lengthened. Many studies have found phrase final lengthening to be connected with stress
(Satsuki 2009, White 2002, Cho 2016, Byrd 2003).
These studies are contradicted by the results obtained in a study by Bybee, File-Muriel,
and Napoleao De Souza (2016). The study looked at special reduction, instances of extreme
reduction in words or phrases, in American English, Brazilian Portuguese and Columbian
Spanish. The case study for English looked at the phrase I don’t know. A small conversational
4

corpus was used to analyze reduction of don’t. It was discovered that don’t was not reduced
based on phonetic environment, but instead based on lexical environment. In this study, don’t
was reduced when it was preceded by the word I and followed by a verb. Bybee discusses the
findings in a later paper (Bybee 2017: 287):
American English flapping of the /d/ in the phrase I don’t know can in extreme cases be
realized as the deletion of this stop. It is also observed that in such special high-frequency
phrases, even stressed syllables lose prominence and undergo reductive processes usually
reserved for unstressed syllables, as when the vowel in don’t reduces to schwa.
It was found that in high frequency phrases, word-final sounds are deleted at a significant rate
regardless of where stress was in the word.
Reduction and Deletion based on Word Frequency
Many studies have focused on the effect of lexical frequency on sound deletion or
reduction. Bybee (2000) presents a usage-based study of phonology. A corpus of English
speakers in Los Angeles was used to measure /t/ and /d/ deletion. It was found that these sounds
were deleted more often in higher frequency words. Participants deleted a /t/ or /d/ in 54% of
higher frequency words and only 34% of lower frequency words. The more the word is used, the
more likely it was to have been reduced.
Another study that found word frequency to have an effect on /t/ deletion was from
Scrimgeour (2018) who applied a usage-based theory to Southern German. The authors of this
study created their own corpus, first asking speakers demographic questions, then having them
read a text aloud, and finishing with a questionnaire. Since this study had more free speech than
the study by Zimmer, Sharinger and Reetz (2011) mentioned above, there was a wider variety of
phonetic contexts to analyze. Instead of comparing /t/ deletion with each phoneme individually,
the phonemes were put into the following categories: fricative, lateral, nasal, rhotic, coronal stop,
approximant, sibilant, sonorant, stop, pause, vowel. Also taken into consideration were verb
forms (either regular, irregular, semi-weak, and underived), speech style (reading or
conversational), and word frequency. It was found that phonetic surroundings were the biggest
predictor of sound deletion, particularly when the /t/ was following stops or preceding sibilants.
Semi-weak verbs also dropped the /t/ more than other verb forms. The strongest factor against
sound deletion was if the word was read. /t/ deletion occurred far more in conversational speech
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than when the word was read. The four most frequently used words (ist ‘is’, jetzt ‘now’, mit
‘with’, nicht ‘not’) were all noted as having a deleted /t/, though there were no statistics
presented to give information on if there was statistical significance. The corpus used for
Scrimgeour’s study provided a wider variety of word-final /t/ instances than Zimmer, Scharinger
and Reetz (2001) did, but some of the data consisted of audio from a reading task. This study
found that when a word was read instead of produced in normal conversation, the /t/ was less
likely to be reduced. Therefore, audio data from a spoken corpus would be preferable to audio
recordings of readings when measuring /t/ reduction.
Other studies that addressed word frequencies effect on language change included Bybee
(1999) and Bybee (2006). She discusses that in some instances, high frequency words encourage
language change while other situations high frequency words encourage language conservation.
Her reasoning behind higher frequency words encouraging language change is that “articulatory
representations of words and sequences of words is made up of routines. When sequences of
neuromotor routines are repeated, their execution becomes more fluent” (Bybee 2006: 715),
which could lead to sound deletion or reduction. Her reasoning behind higher frequency words
encouraging language conservation is (Bybee 2006: 715):
High-frequency sequences become more entrenched in their morphosyntactic structure
and resist restructuring on the basis of productive patterns that might otherwise occur.
Thus, among English irregular verbs the low-frequency verbs are more likely to
regularize (weep, weeped) while the high-frequency verbs (keep, kept) maintain their
irregularity.
Reduction and Deletion based on FRC
In Bybee’s (2002) study it was found that “Words that occur more often in the context for
change, change more rapidly than those that occur less often in that context” (Bybee 2002: 261).
The study looked at English /t/ and /d/ deletion and found that there was more deletion overall
when the sound was followed by a consonant. For example, a /d/ would be more likely to be
deleted in the phrase lived for than the phrase lived at. This has been studied more and the term
for this change is often called frequency in reducing context (FRC). It can also be referred to as
FFC meaning Frequency in a Favorable Context for Reduction. Both FRC and FFC measure the
“frequency with which words occur in contexts that favor their articulatory reduction” (Brown &
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Alba 2017:58). The reducing context varies according to the language and sound being reduced,
so research on the reducing context for the particular sound in the particular language needs to be
done before FRC can be measured.
Eddington and Channer (2010) looked at /t/ pronunciation in English. They used the
Santa Barbara Corpus to find instances of /t/ that were preceded by a vowel, nasal or liquid and
followed by a vowel. It was then determined impressionistically whether the /t/ was realized as a
voiceless alveolar stop [t], glottal stop [ʔ], tap [ɾ], or not realized at all. Age, gender, and region
of the speaker was also considered in addition to backness of the vowel following the /t/,
category of the preceding sound, and stress. The only factors that were found to be significant in
the glottalization of /t/ were age of the speaker by region, and stress of the following syllable. It
is noted in the study that factors for /t/ deletion change drastically when the /t/ is found wordfinally.
Another study that investigated /t/ in American English was Kaźmierski’s (2020) paper.
The Buckeye corpus was used to access instances of /t/ sounds being presented as stops, taps,
and glottal stops. A mixed-effects model was used controlling for ‘Speaker’ and ‘Word’, and the
fixed effects for the model were following consonant, following vowel frontness, following
syllable stress, bigram frequency, speech rate, age, and gender. Of those variables, following
consonant, syllable stress, bigram frequency, speech rate, and age were all found to be significant
while frontness of the following vowel was not found to be significant. The context for change
measure in this study was a consonant following the word-final /t/ and that was found to be
statistically significant.
Another study that used FRC as a predictor of sound change was Brown and Alba’s
(2017) study on the articulation of the word initial /f/ in modern Spanish. The reducing context
for word initial /f/ in modern Spanish was a preceding non-high vowel. Their study pulled audio
data from a corpus of sociolinguistic interviews. Center of gravity (COG) was used to measure
/f/ reduction. They measured /f/ reduction with independent variables of prosodic stress, speech
rate, preceding sound, word frequency, FRC, age of speaker, and combinations of those. All but
age and word frequency were found to be significant including the variable of interest here, FRC.
In Esther Brown’s 2004 dissertation, she also researched the effects of FRC in Spanish
sound changes. She discussed initial /s/ lenition in Spanish and found that the reducing context
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that encouraged lenition was a preceding non-high vowel. Audio for this study was taken from
multiple sources, but all the speakers were native speakers of traditional New Mexican Spanish.
Brown took into account syllable stress, /s/ reduction, phonetic environment, lexical frequency,
extralinguistic factors and FRC. In regard to FRC, she found that words that occur frequently
following a non-high vowel have a higher rate of lenition.
Research Questions
As said in the previous section when looking at sound deletion or sound changes, most studies
look at phonetic surroundings at the very least (Zimmerer, Scharinger & Reetz 2011; Scrimgeour
2018, Bybee 2000, Brown & Alba 2017, Brown 2004). Some studies have taken into account
word frequency (Zimmerer, Scharinger & Reetz 2011, Scrimgeour 2018, Brown & Alba 2017,
Brown 2004, Forrest 2017, Fosler-Lussier & Morgan 1999, Bybee, File-Muriel & Napoleao De
Souza 2016). Others have gone further to take into account FRC (Brown & Alba 2017, Brown
2004, Forrest 2017, Fosler-Lussier & Morgan 1999, Bybee, File-Muriel & Napoleao De Souza
2016). Regarding word-final /t/ articulation in German, to my knowledge research into the effect,
if any, of FRC has not yet been conducted. This study will look at FRC along with lexical
frequency, phonetic environment, and stress to determine which of those significantly contribute
to a reduction or deletion of the /t/ sound in German.
The research questions of this thesis are as follows:
1) What effect, if any, does phonetic environment have on German word-final /t/
articulation?
2) What effect, if any, does syllable stress have on German word-final /t/ articulation?
3) What effect, if any, does lexical frequency of the word have on the articulation of wordfinal /t/ in German?
4) What effect, if any, does frequency in reducing contexts have on the articulation of wordfinal /t/ in German?
Based on previous studies, it is hypothesized that a longer duration of the sound
preceding /t/, a bilabial or consonant following /t/ will affect /t/ articulation. In addition, it is
hypothesized that if the syllable containing the word-final /t/ is stressed then the /t/ will not be
reduced or deleted. Finally, it is hypothesized that a higher lexical frequency and FRC will result
in more /t/ reduction and deletion.
8

Chapter 3: Methodology
Audio Corpus
The audio recordings used in this project came from the FOLK corpus downloaded from
the Datenbank für Gesprochenes Deutsch ‘Database for Spoken German’. The FOLK corpus has
22 recordings that vary in length and types of conversations. I chose two of the longer recordings
available in order to get a good amount of data. The first recording, from file FOLK_E_00182, is
41 minutes and 15 seconds in duration. This recording consists of two speakers interviewing a
third person about his life. The ages of the participants are not notated in the metadata. This
audio was recorded in the western central region of Germany, and they speak standard German.
The second recording, from file FOLK_E_00056, is 33 minutes 56 seconds. This audio file is a
high school oral exam. There are three speakers: the teacher, the teaching assistant, and the
student. There is no specific information on the age of the speakers but since it was a high school
test, we can assume that the person answering the questions was in his mid to later teen years.
The database labels their speech as from the northern Saxon region and the speakers in this audio
file were speaking standard German. Both audio files are accompanied by a transcript. Between
the two files, there was 75 minutes of audio. These audio files were chosen due to length of
audio and due to both files containing audio of only standard German.
Audio File Cleaning & Montreal Forced Aligner
The audio files were put into ELAN (Sloetjes, H. & Wittenburg, P., 2008), computer
software that aids in segmenting and transcribing audio files. The audio was segmented into
smaller portions to make the Montreal Forced Aligner more accurate. The segments were usually
2-3 sentences long where possible, but some were longer. The segments were also separated into
different tiers based on the speaker. Once the whole audio file was segmented, I manually copied
and pasted the corresponding section of the transcription into the segmented areas. I removed
some transcription markings before adding the text into ELAN. The most common transcription
markings that were removed are those noted in Table 1.
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Table 1: Transcription markings removed from the transcription.
Transcription Markings Removed
Marking
Meaning
°hh
breathing
used when indicating that one speaker
was speaking at the same time as
[]
another
(.)
indicates a brief pause
(())
describing a noise

The transcriptions also varied in their approach to dealing with different pronunciations.
One transcription spelled out each word correctly regardless of how the word was actually
pronounced in the audio file. The other transcription changes how words are spelled in the
transcription to represent the pronunciation of the word in the audio file. A common change was
the word /ist/ which was often transcribed as /is/ if the /t/ was not pronounced by the speaker. For
example, in FOLK_E_00182, one of the speakers says, was is der unterschied zwischen ‘what is
the difference between’. Normally, the is ‘is’ would be written as ist, but since the /t/ was not
pronounced it was left out of the transcription. While adding the transcriptions to the segmented
audio in ELAN, I replaced any misspelled items with the correctly spelled item. Once all of the
transcriptions were in the ELAN file, the .TextGrid was exported to use for the Montreal Forced
Aligner. An example of the .TextGrid file is shown in Figure 1. A .TextGrid file contains labels
for the sound file including any segments or tiers made in ELAN.

10

Figure 1: Audio Transcription before forced alignment with MFA
The Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe, Socolof, Mihuc, Wagner, Sonderegger 2017)
time aligns audio data with a transcription of the audio. The MFA “used a frozen executable
model for releases, which involves packaging MFA code along with a Python interpreter, some
system libraries, and compiled third party executables from Kaldi, OpenFST, OpenNgram, and
Phonetisaurus” (McAuliffe 2022). It requires a .TextGrid file, a .wav file, and a pronunciation
dictionary. I used the German pronunciation dictionary provided by the MFA. The dictionary has
one word per line. On the same line, the word is followed by the phones with spaces in between
each phone. The phone is sometimes accompanied by a ‘1’ or ‘0’ indicating primary stress or no
stress, see Table 2.
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Table 2: Example of the pronunciation dictionary from the Montreal Forced Aligner
Word
ABANDONNIERE
ABANDONNIEREN
ABANDONNIEREND
ABANDONNIEREST
ABANDONNIERET
ABANDONNIERST
ABANDONNIERT
ABANDONNIERTE
ABANDONNIERTEN
ABANDONNIERTEST
ABANDONNIERTET
ABANDONS
ABARBEITE
ABARBEITEN
ABARBEITEND
ABARBEITEST
ABARBEITET
ABARBEITETE
ABARBEITETEN
ABARBEITETEST
ABARBEITETET
ABART
ABARTE
ABARTEN
ABARTEND
ABARTEST
ABARTET
ABARTETE
ABARTETEN
ABARTETEST
ABARTETET

&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1
&1

b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

q0
q0
q0
q0
q0
q0
q0
q0
q0
q0
q0
q0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
&0
a0
a0
a0
a0
a0
a0
a0
a0
a0
a0

d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
~1
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Sounds
n
i1
n
i1
n
i1
n
i1
n
i1
n
i1
n
i1
n
i1
n
i1
n
i1
n
i1
s
W0 t
W0 t
W0 t
W0 t
W0 t
W0 t
W0 t
W0 t
W0 t
@0
@0
@0
@0
@0
@0
@0
@0
@0

n
n
s
t
t
t
t
t

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

@0
@0
@0
@0
@0
s
t
t
t
t
t

@0
@0
@0
@0
@0
@0
@0
@0
@0

n
n
s
t
t
t
t
t

n
n
s
t
t

t
t

@0
@0 n
@0 s
@0 t

t

t
t
@0
@0 n
@0 s
@0 t

t

t
t
@0
@0 n
@0 s
@0 t

t

The MFA has the option of using pre-trained data to help with the accuracy of the
alignment, but that function was not available for German pre-trained data when the MFA 1.1.0
was used for this thesis, so the aligner was run without pre-trained data. The MFA produced time
aligned data for both of the audio files, Figure 2 shows the time aligned data. I went through both
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of the files in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2019) to examine and adjust the boundaries around
any word-final /t/ sounds as well as the sounds preceding and following the word-final /t/.
Overall, approximately 100 adjustments were made.

Figure 2: Audio file after forced alignment with MFA
/t/ Deletion
Once the word-final /t/ boundaries were adjusted, I manually analyzed all the instances of
word-final /t/ again to determine if the /t/ was deleted. I attempted to use two methods to
determine if the /t/ was deleted. The first method attempted, was to look at the spectrogram to
determine if I could see the closure of a plosive followed by a short release burst. Since the
release burst is such a large contributor to actually hearing the sound, if the release burst was
seen, the /t/ was marked as maintained. Differently, if the release burst was not seen, then the /t/
was marked as deleted. There are some instances where the word-final /t/ with no release burst is
followed by another stop that does have a release burst. In these instances, the word-final /t/ with
13

no release burst is still labeled as deleted. Unfortunately, the spectrogram quality was poor in
places, potentially due to poor sound quality, so reading the spectrogram was difficult. The
maximum Hertz was 5000 Hz, anything above 5000 Hz was difficult to read, and the dynamic
range was 45 dB. Figure 3 shows what the spectrogram looked like when a release burst could be
seen, the red arrow points to the release burst:

Figure 3: A section of spectrogram showing the word-final /t/ sound
Since the spectrogram was sometimes difficult to read, as seen in Figure 4, the second
method used for determining /t/ deletion was to listen for any aspiration from a /t/ release. I
relied more often on auditory cues than spectrographic cues. If I could not hear any /t/ at the end
of a word, I would replace the /t/ at the sound level with /del/ in order to make it easier to
identify deleted /t/ sounds later in the analysis. Another German speaker (L2) reviewed 10% of
the data to get an inter-rater reliability score. The listener was taught what to look for on the
spectrogram and what to listen for. The Cohen’s Kappa score was .73 which is moderate
agreement. Figure 4 shows the spectrogram for some audio that was more difficult to read.
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Figure 4: A section of spectrogram that was more difficult to read
FRC, Word Frequency, Stress, and Speech Rate
I ran a Praat script, attached in the Appendix A, that took the .TextGrid and .wav file of
the time aligned data and collected the following information: (1) the file name, (2) sound tier
(speaker), (3) each phoneme, (4) the beginning time of the phoneme, (5) the end time of the
phoneme, (5) the duration of the phoneme, (6) the word tier, (7) the word that the phoneme was
in, (8) the word’s start, (9) end, (10) and duration. All that information was put into a .csv file.
An R script, attached in Appendix B, took the .csv file that was produced from the Praat
script and calculated speech rate, and identified if the last syllable of the word was stressed or
unstressed.
The lexical speech rate of the word was found by dividing the number of phones by the
duration of the word. The number of phones were adjusted by lowering the number to account
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for geminates, counting geminates as only one phone instead of two. An overall speech rate was
calculated by dividing the speech rate of the word by the speech rate of the speaker to determine
if the word was spoken faster or slower than the average speech rate of the speaker. If the ratio
was found to be greater than 1, then the speech rate was listed at ‘FAST’, if the speech rate was
less than 1 then the speech rate was listed as ‘SLOW’.
The stress was identified with the help of the pronunciation dictionary used with the
MFA. In the dictionary, if the syllable was stressed, then the vowel for the syllable was followed
by a ‘1’ and if the syllable was not stressed the vowel for the syllable was followed by a ‘0’. For
example, for herzig ‘lovely’, the sounds are represented by h, e, r, =, I, and x. Since the ‘1’ is
placed right after the ‘e’ meaning that primary stress falls on that sound. The ‘0’ is placed after
the other vowel in the word ‘I’ meaning that no stress falls on that sound, see Table 3.
Table 3: An example of the pronunciation dictionary highlighting stress.
Word
HERZIG

Example of Pronunciation Dictionary
Sounds
h E1 r = I0 x

The R script pulled that information and assigned stress to the syllables of words from the
audio used. The R script returned the word ‘CHECK’ if the word found in the data was not found
in the pronunciation dictionary. For every ‘CHECK’ found in the data, stress was assigned
manually based on the knowledge that stress in German usually falls on the first syllable of the
root word. The pronunciation dictionary used only accounts for one kind of pronunciation per
word. Though German stress tends to be consistent, there can be variations on stress especially in
loan words. This thesis does not account for that variation as it accounts for a very small portion
of the data.
In order to retrieve FRC for each word, a Python script, found in Appendix C, sorted
through the 2017 OPUS Open Subtitles corpus and used it to calculate FRC of the OPUS data.
The Open Subtitles corpus was used because it was a transcription of scripted speech in TV and
movie subtitles which approximate the spoken interviews used in this thesis. Research from
Zimmerer, Scharinger & Reetz (2011) found that a preceding /s/ and a following bilabial had a
significant effect on the duration of the word-final /t/. Since the preceding /s/ sound is within the
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word and not outside of the word type, it was not used to calculate FRC. FRC measures the
portion of word tokens of a given word type that are followed by a reducing context. The FRC
measured in the Python script was based on only the context of the word type being followed by
a bilabial, in this case a /p/, /b/, or /m/. The current word token of the word type was not included
in the frequency count to avoid circularity in the prediction of /t/ articulation. If there was only
one token found of a word type, then the FRC for that word type returned ‘NA’. If there was no
match for word type from the data in the OPUS corpus, then the FRC for that word type returned
‘0’. The number of tokens in a reducing context was divided by the total number of tokens of the
current word type, and that ratio was the FRC measure. For example, in the OPUS corpus the
word mit ‘with’ was found 1,014,541 times and the word mit was followed by a bilabial 126,817
times. The FRC ratio for that data 126,817: 1,014,541 is 0.125.
In addition to FRC being calculated in the OPUS corpus, word frequency was also pulled
from the OPUS corpus data, though the 2011 version. In order to get frequency counts of words
just for the audio data used, the cleaned-up transcription files were combined to create a small
corpus.
I added columns indicating the preceding and following phonetic environment of the
word-final /t/ using the groupings in Table 4. In German, an /r/ found in the coda can be
pronounced as a liquid but can also be pronounced as a vowel or a diphthong. For this data set,
all instances of /r/, regardless of where it was found in the word, were coded as a liquid and a
consonant. It should be noted that instances of a coda /r/ were a very small portion of the data
set.
Table 4: Guide for place and manner of articulation.
Place of Articulation
Labial
p, b, m, v, f, w
Coronal
d, h, t, n, s, z, r, l
Dorsal
k, g,
Manner of Articulation
Fricative
f, v, w, h, z, s
Nasal
m, n
Stop
k, t, p, g, d, b
Liquid
r, l
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The ‘sound’ column was filtered to remove any row where the ‘sound’ column was not /t/
and then filtered further to keep only the rows where the ‘sound’ column was a word-final /t/.
The frequency data was normalized with the Laplace normalizing method proposed by
Brysbaert, & Diependaele (2013). To get normalized frequency, you add one to all frequencies
and then divide that by the number of word tokens plus the number of word types. The original
spreadsheet that included all words including words not under analysis here had 66,985 rows and
the spreadsheet only showing instances of word-final /t/ had 1,988 rows. The data was filtered
even more to exclude rows that had ‘NA’ in the FRC column. When the .TextGrid and .wav files
were run through the MFA and periods of silence were marked as ‘sil’. Sometimes a word-final
/t/ coincided with the end of a phrase and was followed by a period of silence so the ‘following
sound’ categories had ‘sil’ in the place of an actual phoneme. The rows that had ‘sil’ listed were
filtered from the data. There was also one preceding sound duration that lasted for a full second
and was an extreme outlier in the data set. That word was also filtered out. This left 1,300 wordfinal /t/ instances to analyze.
In this data set, there are two dependent variables. One dependent variable is word-final
/t/ duration which is a continuous variable in seconds. The second dependent variable is wordfinal /t/ deletion which is a categorical variable (deleted vs. maintained). The continuous
independent variables are previous sound duration, word frequency, and FRC. The categorical
variables are the category (consonant vs vowel) of the sound preceding the word-final /t/ and the
sound following the word-final /t/, and syllable stress.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis
In this chapter I give an overview of the data retrieved for this thesis as well as statistical
analysis of factors that might condition word-final /t/ articulation, here operationalized in two
ways: reduction and deletion. Word-final /t/ reduction was measured by /t/ duration in seconds
and is a continuous variable. A shorter /t/ duration indicated more reduction of the /t/, while a
longer /t/ duration indicated less reduction of the /t/. Word-final /t/ deletion was determined by
viewing the spectrogram and is a categorical binary variable with two levels: deletion vs.
maintenance. If the closure of the plosive followed by a release burst was seen on the
spectrogram, then the sound was considered maintained. If the release burst was not seen on the
spectrogram, then the sound was considered deleted. The purpose for operationalizing word-final
/t/ articulation in two ways, that is, one continuous (i.e., reduction measured as /t/ duration) and
one categorical (i.e., deletion vs. maintenance), is to uncover potential differences in the
conditioning effect of the independent variables.
Data Overview
There are higher standard deviation values for the word-final /t/ duration, preceding
sound duration, and FRC. The histograms for those three variables in Figure 5 show that all are
skewed toward lower durations and lower FRC ratios. The standard deviation value for the
normalized frequency data suggests the data points tend to be closer to the mean and the
histogram shows a split skew.
Table 5: Descriptive statistics for all the continuous data
Type

Min

Max

Word-Final /t/
Duration (s)
Duration of Sound
Preceding WordFinal /t/ (s)
FRC Based off
OPUS Data (%)
Normalized
OPUS Frequency
Data (n)

Dependent
Variable

0

0.48

0.36

0.043

Independent
0.019
Variable

0.48

0.06

0.048

Independent
0
Variable

0.39

0.3

0.044

Independent
2.02E-08
Variable

0.019

11.12

0.0008
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Mean

Standard
Deviation

Data Name

Figure 5: Distribution and skew for all continuous data
Words with FRC scores of 0 included: hinsetzt ‘sits down’, klassengemeinschaft ‘class’
‘cohort’, gespart ‘saved’, rentiert ‘profitable’, and deutschlandweit ‘throughout Germany’. FRC
with a score of 0 means that those words never occurred before a bilabial. Words with the
highest FRC score included: nennt ‘is called’; 0.395, hundert ‘hundred’; 0.296, laßt ‘let, leave,
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allow’; 0.284, faßt ‘grasps’; 0.265, and guckt ‘looks’; 0.257. The words with the highest FRC
scores are the words that are most found in a context that encourages reduction, that is, before a
bilabial.
Words with the lowest normalized frequency of 2.02 x10-8 included: klassengemeinschaft
‘class’ or ‘cohort’, angelatscht ‘to come slouching along’, sprayt ‘sprayed’, and jugendaribeit
‘youth work’. Words with the highest normalized frequency from the OPUS corpus and found in
the data were: ist ‘is’; 0.019, nicht ‘not’; 0.017, mit ‘with’; 0.017, hat ‘has’; 0.006, hast ‘have’;
0.005. As expected, the most frequently used words in the data set are function words.
Normality tests (Table 6) for each of the continuous variables were done in order to
determine which correlation test to use. The Shapiro-Wilk Normality tests for each of the
continuous variables gave a p-value of <0.001 meaning that the data significantly differ from
normality, and therefore the data are not normally distributed.
Table 6: Normality tests for all continuous data
Data
Word-Final /t/ Duration
Duration of Sound Preceding
Word-Final /t/ (s)
FRC Based off OPUS Data (%)
Normalized OPUS Frequency
Data (n)

w-score p-value
0.644 < 0.001
0.614 < 0.001
0.914 < 0.001
0.688 < 0.001

The categorical variables are all skewed toward one category as shown in Table 7. Wordfinal /t/ is more likely to be deleted, the preceding sound is more likely to be a consonant, the
following sound is more likely to be a consonant, the speech rate is more likely to be fast, and
the word-final syllable is more likely to be stressed.
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Table 7: Description of categorical data
Data Name
Word-Final /t/
Deletion
Category of Sound
Preceding Word-Final /t/
Category of Sound
Following Word-Final /t/
Speech Rate
Syllable Stress

Variable
Type
Dependent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent

Data Points
Categories (n)
Percentage
Yes
1124
75.12%
No
370
24.80%
Consonant
1097
73.40%
Vowel
397
26.60%
Consonant
784
60.30%
Vowel
516
39.70%
Fast
966
65%
Slow
528
35.30%
Stressed
1331
89.10%
Unstressed
163
10.90%

In this data set, word-final /t/ is more likely to be deleted when the syllable is stressed.
This may seem counter intuitive because previous studies showed that the coda of a syllable is
less likely to be deleted if the syllable is stressed. The discrepancy could be explained by the fact
that the words that end in /t/ in this dataset tend to be monosyllabic. When looking at the most
frequent words (Table 8) in the dataset that only contains words that end in /t/ you can see that a
large portion of the data is monosyllabic. These are not all the monosyllabic words in the data
but even just the top 10 most frequent words account for 57% percent of the data having wordfinal syllable stress. When all monosyllabic words were removed from the data set and only the
polysyllabic words were analyzed there was no significance found between syllable stress and
change in /t/ articulation.
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Table 8: Most frequent words for the data set
Word
ist
nicht
jetzt
halt
hat
mit
gibt
gut
spricht
heisst
Total

Definition Count
Percent
‘is’
230
14.3
‘not’
138
8.6
‘now’
116
7.2
‘just’
101
6.3
‘has’
97
6.0
‘with’
93
5.8
‘gives’
51
3.2
‘good’
41
2.5
‘speaks’
30
1.9
‘named’
25
1.6
922
57.5

There are two measures of frequency in this data set, one from word frequency based on
the OPUS corpus and one from word frequency based on the transcription corpus. The OPUS
corpus has 98,447,659 words to draw frequency data from, while the transcription corpus has
17,890 words to draw frequency data from. The frequency data from the OPUS is preferable
since the larger corpus gives a better representation of spoken German, but I wanted to make
sure that the two frequency data were significantly correlated before using just one of them. The
logarithmic frequency data was used because word frequency data is often skewed toward larger
numbers. Figure 6 presents a representation of the frequency data compared to the log of the
same frequency data. Taking the log of the frequency data helped alleviate the skew of the data.
As seen in the figure below the graphs on the left show the data and the graphs on the right show
the logarithmic of the data. The graphs on the left have large jumps between data points while
the graphs on the right have a smoother arc.
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Figure 6: Comparison of OPUS frequency data, the logarithmic OPUS frequency data,
transcription data, and the logarithmic of the transcription frequency data

The Shapiro-Wilk Normality tests (Table 9) show that neither frequency data were
normally distributed, so a Kendall’s Rank Correlation test was used (Table 10). The p-value for
the correlation is significant and the tau estimate is .69. The closer the tau estimate is to + or – 1
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the stronger the correlation. Figure 7 shows the correlation of the two data with the regression
line increasing from left to right. As the OPUS frequencies increase, so do the transcription
frequencies. Because there was a strong correlation between the two data, the OPUS frequency
data was used for the correlation tests and linear/logistic models since it was a larger corpus.
Table 9: Normality tests for both frequency data
Data
Normalized OPUS
Frequency Data (log)
Transcription Frequency
Data (log)

w-score p-value
0.688 < 0.001
0.847 < 0.001

Table 10: Correlation test for the frequency data
Data 1
Word frequency based
on transcription data
(log)

Data 2
Word frequency
based on OPUS data
(log)
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z-score

p-value

39.32 < 0.001

Tau
Estimates
0.695

Figure 7: Scatter plot with regression line showing the significant correlation between frequency
data
Word-Final /t/ Duration
A mixed-effects linear regression model was used to determine which independent
variables had a significant effect on the continuous dependent variable of /t/ duration. Both
categorical and continuous independent variables were included in the model. All independent
variables mentioned above were entered as fixed effects and word-final /t/ duration was entered
as a dependent variable. Additionally, two variables were entered as random effects, specifically
as random intercepts to control for the variability in the dependent variable caused by ‘Speaker’
and ‘Word’. Only two audio files were used, so when trying to run a model with the random
intercept ‘File’ it could not run because the model was nearing singularity, and therefore ‘File’
(i.e., interview recording) was removed as a random effect.
When all the independent variables were run with random intercepts (see Table 11), two
variables showed a significant influence on word-final /t/ duration: (1) the duration of the
preceding sound and (2) the presence of a preceding vowel. The correlations between variables
in this model can be found in the Appendix D.
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Table 11: Linear model comparing the effects of all independent variables on word-final /t/
duration
Scaled Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
3Q
Max
-2.33
-0.430
-0.204
0.128
8.944
Random Effects:
Group
Name
Variance
Std.Dev
Word
(Intercept)
9.16E-05
0.009
Speaker
(Intercept)
1.35E-05
0.003
Residual
5.92E-04
0.024
Number of obs: 1300; Groups: Word – 180;
Speaker – 6
Fixed Effects:
Effect
(Intercept)

Estimate
Std. Error df
t – value p-value Significance
4.24E-02
5.37E-03 1.11E+02
7.888 <0.001 ***

Duration of Sound
Preceding WordFinal /t/ (s)

4.92E-02

1.72E-02 1.29E+03

Category of Sound
Preceding WordFinal /t/: Vowel

1.18E-02

2.54E-03 4.25E+02

1.30E-03
1.30E-03

1.49E-03 1.29E+03
1.47E-03 1.28E+03

0.874
0.886

0.38
0.38

-5.52E-03

3.57E-03 2.20E+02

-1.547

0.16

-2.40E-02

2.44E-02 2.69E+02

-0.985

0.33

-8.67E-04

4.83E-04 1.36E+02

-1.794

0.07 .

Category of Sound
Following WordFinal /t/: Vowel
Speech Rate: Slow
Syllable Stress:
Unstressed
FRC Based off
OPUS Data (n)
Normalized OPUS
Frequency Data (n)
-------Significance
Codes:

0: ‘***’

0.001: ‘**’ 0.01: ‘*’

2.854

0.004 **

4.64 <0.001

0.05: ‘.’

***

0.1: ‘ ‘

Figure 8 shows the correlation between word-final /t/ duration and the preceding sound
duration. The regression line on this scatter plot is showing an upward slope of 0.08 from left to
right. As the preceding sound duration increases, the duration of the word-final /t/ also increases.
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The loess line, in red, shows a smooth curve of the relationship between the data. This loess line
shows a downward curve, but that is most likely due to the outlier point on the scatter plot in the
bottom right-hand corner.

Figure 8: Scatterplot of /t/ duration data and preceding sound duration data with a regression
line
The preceding sound category consisted of either a vowel or a consonant. When
compared with the consonant data, it was found that there is a significant positive correlation
between word-final /t/ duration and that /t/ being preceded by a vowel. In the violin plot below,
see Figure 9, both the consonant and vowel categories have a large number of data points with a
lower /t/ duration, but the consonant category has a pool of data points even lower on the scale of
/t/ duration than the vowel category. A closer look at the sounds in the consonant category
contributing to the data points with the lowest /t/ duration showed that the majority were the
fricatives /f/, /s/, /h/. The consonants preceding a word-final /t/ have more data points of the
lowest /t/ durations.
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Figure 9: Boxplot showing word-final /t/ duration for each category of the preceding sound

Word-Final /t/ Deletion
As mentioned above, word-final /t/ reduction was operationalized in two ways. In
addition to measuring the duration of /t/ on a continuous scale, articulation of /t/ was also
analyzed as a binary outcome: maintained vs. deleted. Because of this, a logistic regression with
mixed-effects was used. All independent variables were added to this model with the random
intercepts of ‘Speaker’ and ‘Word’, and the dependent variable of presence vs. absence of /t/.
As seen in Table 12, when all the independent variables were run with random intercepts,
two independent variables significantly condition the deletion of /t/: (1) preceding sound duration
and (2) normalized frequency values.
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Table 12: Logistic model comparing the effects of all independent variables on word-final /t/
deletion
Scaled Residuals:
Min

-3.393

1Q

Median
3Q
Max
-0.175
-0.069
0.287
7.018

Random Effects:
Group
Name
Word
(Intercept)
Speaker
(Intercept)
Number of obs: 1300; Groups: Word –
180; Speaker – 6
Fixed Effects:
Effect
(Intercept)
Category of Sound
Preceding Word-Final /t/:
Vowel
Category of Sound
Following Word-Final /t/:
Vowel
Speech Rate: Slow
Syllable Stress: Unstressed
Duration of Sound
Preceding Word-Final /t/
(s)
FRC (%)
Normalized Frequency
Data (log)
-------Significance Codes:

Variance
Std.Dev
4.60E+00
2.143
5.78E-01
0.760

Estimate
Std. Error z-value
p-value
-2.96E+00
7.94E-01 -3.73E+00 <0.001
-4.21E+00

8.77E-01

-4.80E+00 <0.001

3.09E-01
-2.72E-02
-6.69E-01

2.29E-01
2.24E-01
1.10E+00

1.35E+00
-1.21E-01
-6.08E-01

0.176
0.903
0.543

-1.23E+00
7.49E+00

2.77E+00
4.89E+00

-4.42E-01
1.53E+00

0.658
0.125

1.17E+00

4.37E-01

2.67E+00 <0.001

0: ‘***’

0.001:
‘**’

0.01: ‘*’

0.05: ‘.’

Significance
***
***

**
0.1: ‘ ‘

Word-final /t/ deletion is conditioned by the preceding sound, such that /t/ is deleted less
when preceded by a vowel. Vowel data are represented by the right column in Figure 10. The
height of the box representing vowels shows significantly more vowels being retained than
deleted. It was more likely that the /t/ is maintained when preceded by a vowel.
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Figure 10: Bar plot showing the distribution of previous sound category if the sound was deleted
or retained
The normalized word frequency data conditioned word-final /t/ deletion in the mixedeffects model. Figure 11 shows a violin plot of the of the relationship between the two. The right
side of the figure, showing /t/ deletion, shows a larger number of data points for higher frequency
words. The higher the word frequency the more likely it is that the word-final /t/ is deleted.
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Figure 11: Distribution of frequency data for each category of word-final /t/ deletion
When reviewing the data, it was found that /t/ reduction and deletion were not
conditioned by the following sound category, syllable stress, and FRC. Word-final /t/ articulation
was conditioned by a preceding consonant, the duration of the preceding sound, and word
frequency.
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Chapter 5: Interpretation and Discussion
Chapter 4 showed that when effects of all independent variables were considered, the
duration of the previous sound, a consonant preceding the word-final /t/, and word frequency
were significantly correlated with a change in /t/ articulation. Previous sound category and word
frequency was found to be significantly correlated with whether or not word-final /t/ was deleted.
Research Question 1
Preceding Sound Duration:
The linear model used to measure the correlation between word-final /t/ duration and
preceding sound duration showed statistical significance between the two variables. The
correlation had an upward slope meaning that as the duration of the preceding sound increased,
so did the word-final /t/ duration.
A logistic regression model done for the relationship between word-final /t/ deletion and
the duration of the sound preceding the /t/ showed that there was no correlation between the
previous sound duration and whether or not the sound was deleted.
Both of these findings are contradictory to the study done by Zimmerer, Scharinger &
Reetz (2011). This study found that when the preceding sound duration, particularly the
preceding /s/ sound duration, was longer, then the following sound was more likely to be
reduced. The fact that the duration of the /t/ sound increases as the duration of the preceding
sound duration increases could mean that the correlation should be attributed to the speech rate
of the particular word and not because sounds preceding a /t/ actually dictate the duration of the
/t/.
Phonetic Environment:
In the linear model with mixed-effects, a vowel preceding the word-final /t/ was found to
be significantly correlated with a longer duration of the /t/ sound, with a consonant being
correlated with a reduced /t/. In the logistic model a preceding vowel was significantly correlated
with the /t/ sound being maintained and a preceding consonant conditioning a deleted /t/. A study
by Byrd and Tan (1996) found similar results when there was a consonant cluster at the end of
the word then the consonants were more likely to have a reduced articulation. As mentioned in
Chapter 3, sometimes an /r/ found in the coda can be a vowel and sometimes it can be a
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consonant. For this data set, all instances of /r/ were coded as a consonant. The instances of /r/
found in the coda preceding the word final /t/ accounted for less than 4% of the data and most
likely did not have a significant effect on the results. Neither linear or logistic models in the
current thesis found statistical significance between the following sound and the articulation of
the /t/ sound.
Research Question 2
The linear and logistic mixed-effect models showed no statistical significance between
syllable stress and articulation of the /t/ sound. As stated previously, the studies by Greenberg et
al. (2002) and Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel (2007) found that the coda of the syllable was more
likely to be reduced when the syllable was not stressed and more likely to be lengthened when
the syllable was stressed. Bybee (2017) proposed that sounds in special high frequency phrases
could be more likely to be conserved regardless of stress. Though this thesis does not support
either of the views, potentially a larger dataset in the future could find significance that might
support one or the other.
Research Question 3
The linear mixed-effects model for word-final /t/ duration did not find a significant
contribution from lexical frequency on the prediction of /t/ duration. However, lexical frequency
was found to exert a significant influence on the deletion of word-final /t/. The higher the
frequency of the word, the more likely it was that the final /t/ would be deleted. These findings
match the majority of usage-based studies (Zimmerer, Scharinger & Reetz 2011, Scrimgeour
2018, Brown & Alba 2017, Brown 2004, Forrest 2017, Fosler-Lussier & Morgan 1999, Bybee,
File-Muriel & Napoleao De Souza 2016) that find a significant effect from word repetition on
sound modification. In this data set, the words ist ‘is’ and nicht ‘not’ were both almost always
pronounced without the /t/, and both words were high frequency words. The more words are
used, the more likely it is that there will be some sort of reduction or deletion, which supports
may usage-based theories.
Research Question 4
FRC measured the portion of word tokens of a given word type that are followed by a
bilabial. The FRC measured was not found to be significantly correlated with word-final /t/
reduction or deletion when run in a mixed-effects model with other factors. The context for
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reduction measured was based on the findings of Zimmerer, Scharinger & Reetz (2011) that the
/t/ sound was more likely to be reduced when followed by a bilabial. During data exploration, a
mixed-effects model was run to see if there was any correlation between a bilabial following a /t/
and /t/ reduction or deletion. The regression showed that there was a significant effect, so the
thesis proceeded with that reducing context to calculate the FRC. Once other factors were added
to the mixed-effects models, neither the following sound nor the FRC were found to be
significant when taking other factors into consideration. Potentially the following sound and
FRC would have been found significant with a larger data set or a wider variety of speakers, but
it was not significant for this data set.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
This thesis sought to analyze the effect of a handful of independent variables on wordfinal /t/ articulation in a small sample of German. Articulation of /t/ was operationalized in two
ways, specifically, the dependent variables analyzed were: (1) deletion vs. maintenance of wordfinal /t/, and (2) temporal reduction of the word-final /t/ in seconds. The independent variables
were phonetic environment, syllable stress, lexical frequency, and the frequency in reducing
context. Previous sound duration, previous sound category, and lexical frequency were all found
to be significant indicators of word-final /t/ deletion or reduction. The previous sound duration
findings are contrary to studies done in the past. This could be a result of overall speech rate of
the word or syllable. Where previous studies have found that a longer preceding sound can lead
to a reduced /t/ sound, this thesis found that a longer preceding sound leads to a longer /t/ sound.
Having a consonant preceding the word-final /t/ leads to a reduced or deleted /t/, which is
consistent with other findings. Consonant clusters have been found to lead to articulatory
reductions. Lexical frequency was found to lead to sound deletion supporting many theories that
sound changes can often happen based on usage. This supports many of the usage-based studies
that have found the more frequently the word is used the quicker it goes through a sound change.
The main limitations of this thesis were the small data size, and low-quality audio. A
larger data size of standard German would give a better representation of speech instead of only
six speakers. Though the quality of the audio was inconsistent, the lower quality portions of the
spectrograms forced me to learn how different settings in Praat could compensate for a hard-toread spectrogram and helped me practice reading spectrograms in non-ideal conditions. FRC was
a focus of this thesis. Frequency in reducing contexts is the idea that “words that occur more
often in the context for change, change more rapidly than those that occur less often in that
context” (Bybee 2002: 261). For this thesis the reducing context used to measure FRC was the
sound being followed by a bilabial, but FRC might have been found to be significant if a
different reducing context was used. Scrimgeour (2018) found that word-final /t/ was deleted
when followed by a sibilant, and it would be interesting to see if FRC would be found significant
with that reducing context. Potentially a larger data set would have found a different reducing
context which would have led to FRC being a significant contributor to word-final /t/ reduction
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and deletion. This thesis found word-final /t/ reduction and deletion to be conditioned by a
preceding consonant, word frequency, and duration of the preceding sound.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Praat Script
#####
# Praat script to extract durations sounds and words,
# from .TextGrid files that were produced by Montreal Forced Aligner,
# and then save them to a .csv file
#
# Earl Kjar Brown, ekbrown byu edu (add appropriate characters to
create email)
# last revision: October 2020
#####
# INSTRUCTIONS:
# STEP 1: SPECIFY THE PATHWAY TO THE FOLDER WITH THE .TextGrid FILES
# IMPORTANT NOTE: THE TEXTGRIDS MUST END WITH THE FILE EXTENSION
.TextGrid
dir_tg$ = "C:\Users\kelli\Desktop\After_MFA\"
# dir_tg$ = "/Users/ekb5/Documents/advising/Busath/"
# STEP 2: SPECIFY THE PATHWAY AND NAME OF THE OUTPUT FILE (MUST END
WITH ".csv")
output_file$ =
"C:\Users\kelli\Desktop\After_Pratt\ALLDATA_Pratt_Output.csv"
# output_file$ = "/Users/ekb5/Documents/advising/Busath/output.csv"
# STEP 3: SAVE THIS SCRIPT AND RUN IT
#####
# DON'T CHANGE ANYTHING BELOW HERE, UNLESS YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING
clearinfo
# creates headings for the columns and saves them in the output file
headings$ = "file'tab$'
...soundTier'tab$'sound'tab$'soundStart'tab$'soundEnd'tab$'soundDur'ta
b$'
...wordTier'tab$'word'tab$'wordStart'tab$'wordEnd'tab$'wordDur"
...+newline$
headings$ > 'output_file$'
# gets the names of the textgrids and how many there are
list_tgs = Create Strings as file list... textgrid_list
'dir_tg$'*.TextGrid
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num_textgrids = Get number of strings
appendInfoLine: "Found 'num_textgrids' TextGrids (files with extension
.TextGrid) in 'dir_tg$'"
counter = 0
# loops over textgrids
for i to num_textgrids
counter += 1
# gets the name of the current textgrid file
select list_tgs
grid_name$ = Get string... i
# reads the textgrid into the Objects window
Read from file... 'dir_tg$''grid_name$'
cur_grid = selected ("TextGrid")
# get number of tiers in current textgrid
n_tiers = Get number of tiers
grid_name$ = replace_regex$ (grid_name$, "\.TextGrid$", "", 1)
# prints progress report
appendInfo: "Working on 'grid_name$'..."
# loop over tiers
for j to n_tiers
# if even-numbered tier (a tier with phones)
if j mod 2 = 0
# get number of intervals in current tier
num_intervals = Get number of intervals: j
# loop over intervals in current tier
for k to num_intervals
# gets info about current token interval
token_text$ = Get label of interval: j, k
character in it

# if the current interval has at least one
if token_text$ != ""
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# get sound
token_start = Get start time of

interval: j, k

token_end = Get end time of interval:

j, k

token_dur = token_end - token_start
token_midpoint = token_start +

token_dur / 2

time: wd_tier, token_midpoint
wd_tier, word_interval_number

# get word
select cur_grid
wd_tier = j-1
word_interval_number = Get interval at
word_text$ = Get label of interval:

word_start = Get start time of
interval: wd_tier, word_interval_number
word_end = Get end time of interval:
wd_tier, word_interval_number
word_dur = word_end - word_start

"'grid_name$''tab$''j''tab$'

# saves to hard drive
to_save$ =

...'token_text$''tab$''token_start''tab$''token_end''tab$'
...'token_dur''tab$'
...'wd_tier''tab$''word_text$''tab$''word_start''tab$''word_end''
tab$''word_dur'"
...+newline$
to_save$ >> 'output_file$'
# end if something in current interval
endif
# next interval in current tier (k for loop)
endfor
# end if even-numbered tier
endif
# next tier in current textgrid (j for loop)
endfor
# clean up current textgrid objects
select all
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minus list_tgs
Remove
appendInfoLine: "done"
# next textgrid (i for loop)
endfor
# clean up all objects
select all
Remove
printline
printline
printline
printline
printline
printline
printline
printline
Printline

All done!
'counter' textgrids processed
The output file is:
'output_file$'
and is ready to be imported into a spreadsheet.

Appendix B – R Script
### R script to code variables for study about the effect of FRC on
word-final /t/ reduction in German
### Earl Kjar Brown, ekbrown byu edu (add appropriate characters to
create email)
library(tidyverse)
library(readxl)
### PHONES DATA FRAME ###
# # read in Excel worksheet with phones as rows
phones <- read_csv(file =
"C:\\Users\\kelli\\Desktop\\SoundTierUpdate.csv") %>% as_tibble()
### WORDS DATA FRAME ###
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# get the number of phones in each word (as given by MFA) and get
subset of only words wds <phones %>%
add_count(file, wordStart, name = "original_N_phones") %>%
distinct()
# adjust the N of phones if a word has double letters
wds <- wds %>%
mutate(N_double_letters = map_int(word, function(x) str_count(x,
"(\\w)\\1"))) %>%
mutate(adjusted_N_phones = original_N_phones - N_double_letters)
# uppercase words
wds <- wds %>%
mutate(wd_upper = str_to_upper(word))
# assign IDs to IUs
count <- 0
id <- rep(NA, nrow(wds))

# collector vector

for (i in seq(1, nrow(wds))) {
cat(i, "\n")
if (i == 1) {
if (is.na(wds$word[i])) {
next
} else {
count <- count + 1
id[i] <- count
}
} else if (is.na(wds$word[i])) {
next
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} else if (!is.na(wds$word[i-1]) & wds$wordEnd[i-1] ==
wds$wordStart[i]) {
id[i] <- count
} else {
count <- count + 1
id[i] <- count
}
}

# next row in wds df

wds$iu_id <- id

# add the collector vector to the words df

# filter out pauses
wds <- wds %>%
filter(!is.na(word))
# get cumulative durations of IUs (pre-IU, entire IU, post-IU)
wds <- wds %>%
group_by(iu_id) %>%
mutate(iu_dur = sum(wordDur)) %>%

# seconds in IU

mutate(cum_wd_dur = cumsum(wordDur)) %>%

# cumulative seconds in IU

mutate(rev_cum_wd_dur = rev(cumsum(rev(wordDur))))
cumulative seconds in IU

# reverse

# speech rates based on phones
wds <- wds %>%
mutate(wd_spch_rate_phon = adjusted_N_phones / wordDur) %>%
mutate(iu_n_phon = sum(adjusted_N_phones)) %>%

# N of phones in IU

mutate(iu_spch_rate_phon = (iu_n_phon - adjusted_N_phones) / (iu_dur
- wordDur)) %>% # speech rate in phones per second, excluding the
target word
mutate(cum_n_phon = cumsum(adjusted_N_phones)) %>%
of phones in IU
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# cumulative N

mutate(pre_spch_rate_phon = (cum_n_phon - adjusted_N_phones) /
(cum_wd_dur - wordDur)) %>% # pre speech rate in phones per second,
excluding the target word
mutate(rev_cum_n_phon = rev(cumsum(rev(adjusted_N_phones)))) %>%
reverse cumulative N of phones in IU

#

mutate(post_spch_rate_phon = (rev_cum_n_phon - adjusted_N_phones) /
(rev_cum_wd_dur - wordDur)) # post speech rate in phones per second,
excluding the target word
view(wds)
# mean speaker speech rates
wds <- wds %>%
left_join(
wds %>%
group_by(soundTier) %>%
summarise(
spkr_spch_rate_phon = sum(adjusted_N_phones) / sum(wordDur)),
# based on phones
by = c("soundTier" = "soundTier")
)
# rate of each word in comparison to the average speech rate of the
speaker who spoke it
wds <- wds %>%
mutate(speed_ratio_phon = wd_spch_rate_phon / spkr_spch_rate_phon)
%>%
mutate(speed_bin_phon = ifelse(speed_ratio_phon > 1, "fast",
"slow"))
# get second from last letter of words
wds <- wds %>%
ungroup() %>%
mutate(penultimate_letter = str_sub(wd_upper, str_length(wd_upper) 1, str_length(wd_upper) - 1)) %>%
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mutate(last_letter = str_sub(wd_upper, str_length(wd_upper),
str_length(wd_upper)))
### get stress of last syllable of word with final /t/ ###
get_stress <- function(phones) {
vowels <- unlist(str_split("aA@BeEiIoOquUWyY&~)/{c^rVl#", "")) #
ADD ALL VOWELS IN GERMAN, AS USED IN THE PRONUNCIATION DICTIONARY
for (p in phones) {
if ((str_sub(p, 1, 1)) %in% vowels) {
if (str_sub(p, 2, 2) == "0") {
return("unstressed")
} else if (str_sub(p, 2, 2) == "1") {
return("stressed")
} else {
return("CHECK")
}
}
}
return("CHECK")
}
get_first_last_stress <- function(input_str, pron_dict) {
phones <- unlist(str_split(str_subset(pron_dict, str_c("\\b",
str_to_upper(input_str), "\\b")), " "))[-1]
output <- c()
output[1] <- get_stress(phones)
output[2] <- get_stress(rev(phones))
return(output)
}
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# download German pronunciation dictionary from Montreal Forced
Aligner github repo
# NOTE: Only need to run the line with "download.file()" once, after
which you can comment it out
to_path <- "C:\\Users\\kelli\\Desktop\\DE_Dictionaries\\de_dict.txt"
# download.file(url =
"https://raw.githubusercontent.com/prosodylab/prosodylab.dictionaries/
master/de.dict", destfile = to_path)
pron_dict <- read_lines(to_path)
# NOTE: The following block of code may take some time to finish
running
unique_wds <- wds %>% select(wd_upper) %>% distinct()
stress <- rep(NA, nrow(unique_wds))
for (i in seq(1, nrow(unique_wds))) {
if (i %% 10 == 0) {
cat("Working on word", i, "of", nrow(unique_wds), "\n")
}
cur_stress <- tryCatch(
expr = get_first_last_stress(unique_wds$wd_upper[i],
pron_dict)[2],
error = function(e) {
return("CHECK")
}
)
if (is.null(cur_stress)) {
stress[i] <- "CHECK"
} else {
stress[i] <- cur_stress
}
}
unique_wds$stress <- stress
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wds <- wds %>%
left_join(unique_wds, by = c("wd_upper" = "wd_upper"))
#get_first_last_stress("ZU", pron_dict)

### BACK TO PHONES DATA FRAME ###
# join info about words back into the df with phones
phones <- phones %>%
left_join(
wds %>% select(-c(wordTier:word, wordEnd:wordDur)),
by = c("file" = "file", "wordStart" = "wordStart")
)
# keep only words with a final "T"
wds <- wds %>%
filter(last_letter == "T")

# filter out pauses in phones df
phones <- phones %>%
filter(!is.na(word))
# write coded df out to hard drive
write_csv(wds, path =
"C:\\Users\\kelli\\Desktop\\After_FRC\\NEW_SpeechRate.csv")

Appendix C – Python Script
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import os, re
from lxml import etree
import pandas as pd
import time
from collections import defaultdict

start = time.time()
# get words that we need

to search for in corpus

wds =
pd.read_csv('C:\\Users\\kelli\\Desktop\\After_FRC\\ALLDATA_FRC(AutoRec
overed).csv')
wds = wds['word'].tolist()
wds = set(wds)
wds = [w.upper() for w in wds if isinstance(w, str) and
re.search(r"t$", w, flags=re.I)]
print(len(wds))
print(wds)
### get filenames ###
os.chdir("C:\\Users\\kelli\\Desktop\\OpenSubtitles\\xml\\de")

def absoluteFilePaths(directory):
for dirpath,_,filenames in os.walk(directory):
for f in filenames:
yield os.path.abspath(os.path.join(dirpath, f))
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filenames = []
for f in absoluteFilePaths(os.getcwd()):
if re.search(r"\.xml", f, flags=re.I):
filenames.append(f)
filenames.sort()
### loop over files ###
wds_and_letters = defaultdict(list)
print("Starting to work on", len(filenames), "files...")
n_file, n_sent, n_wd,

= 0, 0, 0

for f in filenames:
n_file += 1
# if n_file > 1000:
#

break

# progress report
if n_file % 100 == 0:
print(n_file, "of", len(filenames))
# read in file and get sentences
tree = etree.parse(f)
sentences = tree.xpath("//s")
# loop over sentences
for s in sentences:
n_sent += 1
# loop over sentence elements
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for i in range(len(s)):
if s[i].text is not None:
if s[i].text.isalpha():
n_wd += 1
if s[i].text.upper() in wds:
try:
fol_letter = s[i+1].text[0]
except (IndexError, TypeError):
fol_letter = "#"
wds_and_letters[s[i].text.upper()].append(fol_letter)
# write out FRC scores to harddrive
with open("C:\\Users\\kelli\\Desktop\\frc_opus.csv", mode="w") as
outfile:
outfile.write("word,frc_opus,n_frc_opus\n")
for wd in wds_and_letters:
n_letter, n_bilabial = 0, 0
for letter in wds_and_letters[wd]:
n_letter += 1
if letter.upper() in ["P", "B", "M"]:
n_bilabial += 1
frc = n_bilabial / n_letter
outfile.write(f"{wd},{frc},{len(wds_and_letters[wd])}\n")
# write out info about corpus to harddrive
with open("C:\\Users\\kelli\\Desktop\\frc_opus.txt", mode='w') as
outfile:
outfile.write(f"Number of file: {n_file}\n")
outfile.write(f"Number of sentences: {n_sent}\n")
outfile.write(f"Number of words: {n_wd}\n")
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print("The script took (sec):", time.time() - start)
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Appendix E – Logistic Model Correlation Chart
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Appendix D – Linear Model Correlation Chart
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